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Introduction
• Forensic voice comparison (FVC) = offender (unknown) vs. suspect (known)
• Focus on semi-automatic speaker recognition (SASR) systems:
o extraction of linguistic-phonetic acoustic features: formants [1]
o some degree of pre-processing to separate vocalic portions
o modelling of data, scoring, evaluation same as for fully automatic system

Results
• Performance of all 200 configurations of settings and channels can be found here:
https://vincehughes.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/allsystems.pdf
• The most (above) and least (below) variable systems are shown here:
• No systematic effects of
LPC order or the number
of formants tracked
• Greatest variability found in the
HQ condition with an offender
LPC order of 12
o EERs: 7.9% - 32.8%
o Cllrs: 0.28 - 0.84

• Good performance with good/matched quality materials: equal error rates (EER)
of as low as 3-4% [2,3]; but worse with poor/mismatched quality materials
• Issues:
o previous work has tested systems with a single configuration of formant
extraction settings – applied to all samples
o it is well known that formant measurements are sensitive to variation in
settings, software, and channel

• Least variability found in the
MOBLQ condition with an
offender LPC order of 16
o EERs: 29.2% - 33.1%
o Cllrs: 0.82 - 0.86

Research Questions

• Generally,
overall
speaker
discriminatory power much lower
in the mismatched conditions
(TEL, MOBHQ and MOBLQ)

1. To what extent is the performance of a formant-based SASR
system affected by LPC order and number of formants tracked?
2. Are these effects consistent across different channels?
3. How are results for individual speakers affected by changing
formant settings and channel?
4. Can we make use of system errors for the purposes of
understanding speaker-specific behavior?

• Use of degraded and mismatched
recordings produces inherently
poorer system performance,
whereas the matched HQ
condition can potentially produce
very good performance with the
right settings

Method
• 97 young (18-25) male, standard Southern British English speakers
o DyViS corpus [4] and two recordings per speaker
• Suspect: studio quality recording (‘police’ interview) (44.1kHz SR)
• Offender: four versions of telephone conversation with accomplice
o High quality (HQ): high quality, studio recordings made at the near-end
of the telephone line (44.1kHz SR). Comparisons with these recordings
represent optimal performance in matched conditions
o Landline telephone (TEL): recordings made at the far-end of the
telephone line having been transmitted through the telephone network
with typical bandpass filtering (300-3400Hz; 8kHz SR)
o GSM mobile telephone with high bit-rate (MOBHQ): HQ
samples downsampled to 8kHz and bandpass filtered at 300-3400Hz. GSM
codec applied using [5] with a fixed bit-rate of 12.2kb/s
o GSM mobile telephone with low bit-rate (MOBLQ): As above,
but using a fixed bit-rate of 4.75kb/s
• Samples automatically divided into consonants and vowels using [6]
• 60 seconds of vowel-only materials used per speaker, per sample
• F1, F2, and F3 frequencies and bandwidths extracted from 20ms frames shifted
by 10ms using Snack Sound Toolkit, with deltas appended (LPC order from 12 to
16, tracking 3 or 4 formants)
• 200 systems tested: 4 offender channels x 5 suspect LPC orders
x 5 offender LPC orders x 2 number of formants tracked
• Likelihood ratio (LR)-based testing performed using GMM-UBM:
o cross-validation used: every speaker compared against self and all others
o 97 same-speaker (SS) and 4656 different-speaker (DS) scores per system
o GMMs fitted using 8 Gaussians
o scores to log LRs (LLRs) using cross-validated logistic regression
• Evaluating effect of channel and settings:
o equal error rate (EER): absolute proportion of false acceptance and false
rejections
o log LR cost function (Cllr): penalises the system based on the magnitude
(not proportion) of errors [8]
o *in both cases, the close to 0 the better

• Performance examined on
an individual basis by
calculating EERs and Cllrs
by-speaker across formant
settings
• Performance indicative of
sensitivity to settings
• Some speakers produce
bad performance across
conditions
• #32 (DyViS code):
inherently confusable
• #58, #103, #111: high
sensitivity to settings
• #10, #44: mix of being hard
to identify and sensitive to
settings

Discussion
• SASR performance heavily dependent on the formant settings used
o minimally we should test systems with different settings to
assess the best configuration for the comparison in a case
• Some individuals are more or less sensitive to changes in formant settings
o why? Phonation examined, but no obvious explanation
o utilising errors made by older, less state-of-the-art systems at least
provides some insight into this
• It is crucial to understand, and be able to predict, how specific
speakers (or types of speakers) will behave within a system
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